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Abstract: In data-intensive research, reliable management of research data is a major
challenge. In the field of Mass Spectrometry Imaging, vast amounts of data are be-
ing acquired from mostly proprietary data sources. Consequently, hindering seamless
data integration into Research Data Management systems. Without a data repository,
the continuous generation of scientific knowledge and innovative research based on
existing information is limited. Moreover, to maintain the value of data to researchers
throughout and beyond its lifecycle, FAIR principles for reliable data management ap-
proaches must be applied. To enable the required data transmission, the Digital Twin
paradigm can be considered a reliable solution. The conceptual implementation of
a heterogeneous mass spectrometer generating hyperspectral images leverages the
Digital Twin to overcome common data management problems in data-intensive re-
search.
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1 Introduction

Reliable management of research data is becoming increasingly important, especially
when dealing with data-intensive research [1]. As such, Mass Spectrometry Imaging
(MSI) uses a combination of molecular mass analysis and spatial distribution to study
the allocation of molecules present in the samples examined, visually mapped by hy-
perspectral images [2], [3]. This allows the generation of mass spectra for each single
spot and consequently the acquisition of thousands of individual mass spectra per ex-
amination [4]. Accordingly, laboratories utilizing MSI generate vast amounts of data,
causing an urgent need for extensive efforts regarding Research Data Management
(RDM) [5], [6].

The primary objective of RDM is to pave the way for new scientific knowledge and
enable innovative research based on existing information [7]. In response to emerging
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efforts to reform research communication systems, Force 11 established the FAIR Prin-
ciples in 2016. These principles are intended to serve as a guide seeking to improve
the reusability of data, according to which data is expected to be Findable, Accessible,
Interoperable, and Reusable to maintain its intrinsic value to researchers throughout
the entire data lifecycle and beyond [8].

In reality, research data is commonly stored on local computers or on offline data
repositories, which raises major concerns about the reproducibility of scientific re-
search results [9]. The lack of standardization among the numerous software and
hardware vendors contributes to the prevailing handling of data, complicating seam-
less integration. In practice, proprietary data formats and a high degree of heterogene-
ity across different devices are common [8]. This reality constrains the establishment
of reliable RDM and the subsequent development of a knowledge base of relevance for
the research community [10].

Research is increasingly adopting techniques raised by Industry 4.0 gearing itself up
for Research 4.0 [11]. As an innovative technology for data transmission, the Digital
Twin (DT) can be seen as a secure data source as it mirrors physical devices into the
digital world through a bilateral communication stream [12], thus enabling the digital
use and management of data [13].

2 Conceptual Architecture

In the preliminary work [14], [15] we proposed an RDM infrastructure offering extensive
capabilities for storing and preserving research data in accordance with FAIR criteria
utilizing DTs as well as agent-based DTs.

Figure 1 depicts an extension of the concept to overcome the limitation of proprietary
measuring devices impeding automated data aggregation. The concept is divided into
four segments: Physical Twin Space, Digital Twin Space, RDM Core Space and Smart
Application Space.
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Figure 1. Conceptual RDM Architecture targeting proprietary devices without an open interface

The Physical Twin Space holds physical devices such as mass spectrometers (PT1

- PTn), each of having a unique DT (DT1 - DTn) which is provided using the existing
infrastructure in the Digital Twin Space. Due to the proprietary nature of the devices,
containerized DTs are utilized. These are distinguished by their portability, distributabil-
ity and cloud independence from other types of DTs. As a result, they prevent interface-
and accessibility-issues. For this purpose, the container-based DT is movable and thus
can be run on the workstation which is associated to the corresponding physical device.
Based on the lack of open interfaces, DTs cannot be instantiated by PTs themselves but
must be obtained using a interface for specification. This interface is provided through
the microservice DT Orchestration Service (DTOS). It provides the foundation for the
execution of cross-layer tasks and communication. The DTOS deploys a container-
based DT bound to the associated workstation, which then monitors the corresponding
paths of relevant research data and handles the further storage procedures. The addi-
tions made to the DTOS and the use of the container-based DT constitute the extension
of the architecture enabling connectivity and mapping of proprietary devices.

The workflow for the acquisition of hyperspectral data is as follows. Once the container-
based DT is instantiated, the paths of the workstation are scanned continuously as new
data is created. The container-based DT then recognizes the generation and launches
a graphical user interface (GUI) on the workstation. The GUI includes several inputs
needed to save the data in the Storage enriched by FAIR compliant metadata. After
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completing all required entries, the container-based DT independently stores the data
within the RDM architecture.

3 Conclusion

Conservatively decentralized handling of research data is attributed to prevailing pro-
prietary data sources without open interfaces. Data-intensive research generates mas-
sive amounts of data which needs to be managed properly. To address this issue, a
holonic infrastructure for reliable RDM using container-based DTs to integrate propri-
etary data sources is illustrated and exemplified by the research area of MSI.

The concept is generally applicable to any research area where seamless data trans-
fer and reliable access to research data from proprietary physical data sources pose
a major challenge such as environmental or physical sciences. The heterogeneous
devices are mapped by container-based DTs that crawl and store research data into a
central and structured FAIR-compliant RDM. Considering scientific knowledge gener-
ation and reusability, this concept opens up entirely new possibilities for exploiting the
extensive potential of digitized RDM in research. The next logical step is to extend the
concept to interdisciplinary research and the associated challenges, such as collabora-
tive data use and related security concerns. To fully exploit the potential of the concept,
a comprehensive implementation in the future is essential to evaluate its usability.
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